
Emerging Member
of the Year 

The Emerging Member of the Year award recognizes relatively new members whose membership, local 
and national association participation, contributions, and involvement have made a significant impact on 
NACE in the past year. Candidates must be a professional or young professional NACE member in good 
standing for at least one year, but not more than 5 consecutive years.

Give a 150-word overview of the award submission to answer the following questions. This 
overview should set the tone for the rest of the award submission. This overview may be used in 
promotional materials and NACE reserves the right to modify this description for the award 
program.

What is the nominee’s top contribution to the catering and events industry this year? What is the 
nominee’s top contribution to NACE this year? Why should they receive this award?

Respond to the below bulleted prompts in 350-500 words. Answer all prompts in the order 
listed, adding space between answers, for maximum point value.

• How many years of consecutive membership does the nominee have? (must be between 
1 and 5, to be confirmed by NACE staff)

• What is the nominee’s full involvement in the catering and events industry and career 
experience this year?

• How would you describe their participation, contributions, and involvement with NACE 
this year? 

• How has the nominee has impacted the NACE chapter this year?

Upload the following to support your written award submission. All upload material must be 
submitted to receive full credit for this portion of the submission.

• REQUIRED Upload the letter of recommendation from a member of the Chapter’s 
Executive Committee.

• Upload two pieces of information supporting the nominee’s actions such as photos, 
letters of recommendation from NACE members, NACE-related beneficiary, and public 
press coverage including NACE newsletters.

• Upload a testimonial from the nominee describing how NACE has personally and 
professionally impacted their life.


